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Dalit literature, or literature about the Dalits, an oppressed Indian caste under the Indian 

caste system, forms an important and distinct part of Indian literature. Dalit literature emerged in 

the 1960s, starting with the Marathi language, and soon appeared in Hindi, Kannada, Telugu and 

Tamil languages, through narratives such as poems, short stories, and, most , autobiographies, 

which stood out due to their stark portrayal of reality and the Dalit political scene.  

Dalit Literature is, in fact, the writings that are about dalits. Dalit (Oppressed or broken) 

is not a new word. Apparently, it was used in the 1930s as a Hindi and Marathi translation of 

‘depressed classes’, a term the British used for what are now called the Scheduled Castes. In 

1970s the ‘Dalit Panthers’ revived the term and expanded its reference to include scheduled 

tribes, poor peasants, women and all those being exploited politically, economically and in the 

name of religion. So Dalit is not a caste. It is a symbol of change and revolution.  The Primary 

motive of Dalit literature is the liberation of dalits. Sprouted out of a Progressive movement 

called Little Magazine which was a kind of rebellious manifestation of the educated youth, the 

Dalit youths found inspiration in the movement of blacks in the distant land of North America; 

their black literature and Black Panther became the role models of sorts for them. This protest 

gained its first expression in the form of a new literature called Dalit Literature. 

Poems, short stories, novels and autobiographies written by Dalit writers provided useful 

insights on the question of Dalit identity. Dalit writers shocked the readers with crude language 

and graphic descriptions. In “Apne Apne Pinjare”, Mohandas Naimishray talked about his 

experiences living in Delhi's red-light area GB Road. Surajpal Chauhan in “Tiraskrit” described 

the killing of a pig at a Dalit wedding. The idea was to confront the middle class readers with a 

reality they didn't wish to acknowledge. 
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Dalit literature is experience – based. This ‘anubhava’ (experience) takes precedence over 

‘anumana’ (speculation). Thus to Dalit writers, history is not illusionary or unreal as Hindu 

metaphysical theory may make one to believe. That is why authenticity and liveliness have 

become hallmarks of Dalit literature. These writers make use of the language of the out-castes 

and under-privileged in Indian society. Shame, anger, sorrow and indomitable hope are the stuff  

of Dalit literature. Because of the anger against the age-old oppression, the expressions of the 

Dalit writers have become sharp. 

 

P. Sivakami is one of the earliest Tamil Dalit writers to draw attention to the dual 

oppression of Dalit women on account of gender and caste at the hands of upper caste men and 

Dalit men. She was initially an IAS officer, but gave up her job to become a full time writer in 

2008. Her first book, “The grip of change”, translated in 2000 is based on patriarchy in Dalit 

society. Dalit patriarchy is an important subject of concern in Tamil Dalit literature. Sivakami’s 

novel prepared the ground for a sustained critique of domestic violence and abuse of Dalit 

women at home by Dalit men- fathers, brothers, sons, fathers-in-law, brothers-in-law, apart from 

the sexual and occupational harassment faced by them outside their homes at the hands of upper 

caste men and the police. In her second novel, “Anandayi” (1992), Sivakami focuses on the 

violent exploitation of a woman’s body and points out how family as an institution is embedded 

in patriarchal, oppressive system, that are blatantly unjust to women. Dalit women’s sexuality 

(whether as a daughter, wife or beloved) is severely contained and repressed. She points out, “In 

the society that is known as mainstream, the problems of Dalit women are considered separatist. 

They face the worst expressions of male chauvinistic society- atrocities like raping, profiling, 

physical assault and murder… They reflect the general bias at the grassroots against women, as 

in tribal societies…” She further adds, “when we talk of women’s empowerment, we give 

priority to those who live below the poverty line- malnourished and poor women. Even in that 

respect, Dalit women are the worst affected.” She feels that the concept of education for Dalit 

women is yet to take root in society. “Consequently, Dalit feminists who speak for their women 

and spearhead causes like inter-caste marriages, are often branded separatists. They may be on 

the periphery, but they ironically form the core issues because they speak for large numbers who 
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have been affected by discrimination. The Dalit feminists need more encouragement from the 

country to emerge from their shells.” 

 
In The Grip of Change, Sivakami applies a self-critical and deconstructive technique and 

exposes the deplorable realities of Dalit patriarchy. In her English translation of the Tamil Text 

Pazhiyana Kazhithalum, she smartly knots an attachment of 10 years later revisit of the 

protagonist Gowri to her villages which stimulates the creative faculty of readers to reassess their 

earlier elucidation of the incidents and characters and it represents her own established vision 

too. Through her political activism and literary medium Sivakami has been articulating the voice 

of the voiceless Dalit women. By projecting a woman instead of a ‘man’ protagonist in her very 

first novel, she has opposed the mainstream sexist ideology. The protagonist of the play is 

Thangam, a poor parachi widow who suffers not only for being a Dalit but for being a woman, 

an OTHER too. Ironically she is victimized even by her own Dalit community also. She faces 

triple marginalization economic oppression, gender subordination and caste discrimination. 

Clutched in the jaws of patriarchy, she is abused, raped and beaten frequently.  

 

 Thangam is treated as a ‘body’ in this novel. Time and again she is assaulted physically, 

verbally and sexually not only by upper caste patriarchs but by the womanizers of her own 

community too. After the death of her husband she becomes a ‘surplus woman’ for her brothers-

in-law and they force her to become a prostitute. Even her right on share of land is rejected on 

the basis of her infertile ‘body’ which could not produce child. She can get share of property 

only if her ‘body’ can satisfy their lust. As she tells to Kathamuthu, 

“My husband’s brother tried to force me, but I never gave in. they 

wouldn’t give me my husband’s land, but wanted me to be a 

whore for them!I wouldn’t give in. . . .” (7) 

 But she is unable to save her body from the jaws of hierarchy. Devoid of money, the destitute 

and dispossessed Thangam moves outside her home to earn her livelihood by working as a 

laborer in the fields of an upper class landlord Paranjothi Udayar and there she is raped by him. 

She narrates,  
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“I didn’t want it. But Udayar took no notice of me. He raped me when i was working in 

his sugarcane field. I remained silent; after all, he is my paymaster. He measures my rice. 

. .” (7)  

What can be the justification for this heinous crime which not only shattered a woman physically 

but psychologically as well? This brutality of class hierarchy made her ‘subaltern’ who can’t 

even speak! Thus poverty makes a poor widow to bear the sexual exploitation silently. 

 

Caste is the most demoralizing aspect in a woman’s identity who is already located at the 

periphery of a male dominated society. Caste disparities lead to violence against lower caste 

woman, who is expected to yield to upper caste male chauvinism. The cruelty of caste 

discrimination is exposed when she moves from passivity to active assertion of her angst against 

the exploiting masculine brutality and has to suffer social indignation. When the liaison between 

Udayar and Thangam is disclosed, Udayvar‘s brothers-in-law attack her and beat her doggedly 

and even she is threatened to be killed. The duality of the upper class is exposed when Udayar 

abuses her,  

“Ungrateful whore! Even if she was hurt by the hand adorned with gold! A 

parachi could have never dreamt of being touched by a man like me! My touch  

was a boon granted for penance performed in her earlier births. . .” (31) 

These words reveal the hypocrisy of Hindu caste system who at one hand hate the lower caste 

considering them untouchables ,and at the other hand gratify their corporeal hunger through Dalit 

bodies. But Thangam’s saga of exploitation is not complete yet. Still she has to face oppression 

for being poor and particularly a ‘woman’ and now she is exploited at the hands of the rich of her 

own Dalit community. 

Unguarded in her own village, she seeks help in Arthur village but this help proves 

transitory. Not only her money is grabbed by her so called guardian Kathamuthu but her ‘body’ 

is also violated. The rich and influential Dalit Panchayat leader Kathamuthu who earlier gave 

shelter to Thangam turns into animal and once more her ‘body’ is abused. In an afternoon while 

she was sleeping in the kitchen he rapes her and she is so tormented that she can’t even see his 

face. And then she becomes a mistress to him forever. Ironically, Thangam epitomizes the 
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dilemma of all the subjugated women as the novel projects her in a wretched condition of an 

outcaste from the beginning to the end.  

Dalits are OTHER in Hindu caste structure and in the novel their OTHERness is 

ostensible by the setting of the Dalit communities in Cheri, (separate outcast area for all 

minorities) whereas the upper castes live in gramam. The discrimination doesn’t stop in separate 

places; it s roots are extended to the untouchability and relationships too. A Hindu upper caste 

Udayar feels ashamed after the exposure of his liaison with a parachi but a lower caste 

Kathamuthu brings a ‘foreign brandy’ Nagamani to home as his wife (39). Udayar’s wife, an 

upper caste Hindu woman can send her brothers to assault Thangam for having an illicit affair 

with her husband but Kangavali,a lower caste woman has to bear her husband’s second wife 

Nagamani. Later they both bear Thangam in their home. Ironically there develops a friendship 

bond too between these three victimized Dalit women. Kangavali and Nagamani became 

accustomed to having Thangam in house. 

“After lunch, they sat together in the coconut grove chewing betel leaves and chatting. 

They no longer served the leftover food. She ate what they 

ate” (88).  

The yawning gap exists not only between Dalit and non- Dalits but among Dalits too. Sivakami 

has criticized the self destructive tendencies of Dalit community by exposing caste hierarchical 

order existing in Tamil Nadu, by giving an elaborated narrative in the text .She says: Even 

amongst the lower castes, hierarchy existed- pallars were agricultural labourers, Parayars were 

drummers and menials, and the Chakkiliyars were cobblers. The first grade -the Pallars were 

absent in Puliyur. The Pallars considered themselves superior to the rest. The Parayars 

considered themselves higher than the Chakkiliyars, who in turn considered themselves superior 

to the Para- vannars, the washer community. The para-vannar men washed clothes for the lower 

castes and the women worked as midwives for them. Similar to all other human communities, 

the women were considered to be lower than the men. Everyone established their worth by 

pointing to those beneath them. And this series of hierarchy in every culture and every social 

group concludes with the one and only perpetual prey i.e. woman of that culture or social group 

.Paradoxically such totalitarian tendencies survive even in the midst of the lowest of the lower 
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castes. Each caste wants to dominate another. And such a hierarchy proves to be a curse 

especially for the Dalit woman for which she has been weighed down over the manifold layers of 

exploitation due to this caste hierarchy. Meena Kandasamy , a contemporary Dalit writer 

appreciates Sivakami for this honest self criticism, "The first Tamil novel by a Dalit woman, it 

evoked a great deal of discussion because it went beyond condemning caste fanatics by using 

fiction to describe how we were shackled, and tangled among ourselves. Instead of being the 

journey of her individual voice and consciousness, it was a unanimous expression of the youth of 

this oppressed community- eager and waiting for change ". Truly confirming its title, the novel 

The Grip of Change doesn’t only voices the plight of an exploited Dalit woman, it records the 

waves of ‘change’ also in the Dalit consciousness; thus providing a kind of cure for the ailments 

of the society. Through the character of Gowri, the ideal of education in recovery of Dalit’s 

condition is also established. This novel postulates a crude stereotype of the patriarchy along 

with a hopeful vision presented by Gowri. The glimpses of the growing consciousness can be 

seen in the novel. Kathamuthu, a Dalit patriarch allows her daughter Gowri to study and this is 

only by the awareness provided by education that she is able to realize the exploitation of women 

in a patriarchal set up. Being educated she protests against her early marriage, “The sufferings 

that my mother underwent in her marriage! I don’t want to be tortured like her by some man”. 

She defies the decision of her father about her marriage by working hard for her examination, 

and after getting success she chooses to study further in the city college. When she crosses the 

threshold of chauvinistic home, resisting her father’s intimidation, she thinks she has conked out 

the tyrannical chains. The text beautifully conveys, “During floods, waters from overflowing 

wells mingle with the waters of huge water bodies, transgressing their boundaries. Gowri felt that 

she had crossed over human -made boundariesher father, her caste and her village – and merged 

with the ocean of people”. She openly condemns the inhuman treatment of her father inflicted 

upon Thangam. When Kathamuthu rapes Thangam she vehemently shouts, 

 

“Dogs! Dogs in this house! Shameless as dogs! ”.  
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She is also critical of her father’s polygamist marital state and always stimulates her 

mother Kangavali and her step-mother Nagamani for liberation. In fact Gowri is the mouthpiece 

of Sivakami through whom she has voiced the voiceless Dalit women who are bearing the 

inhuman treatment silently. The vocalization and resistance chiefly rests upon firebrand spirited 

Gowri. Meena Kandasamy, in her article “And One Shall Live in Two . . .,” gives an insightful 

review of The Grip of Change. She calls Sivakami’s daring attempt of self-examination as an 

exemplar of realist criticism. Though the novel is fictitious but still the characters and incidents 

are realistic enough to verbalize the reality of modern society. And truly P. Sivakami is able to 

formulate the poignant tale of a woman’s struggle to fight and survive in a biased society and 

culture through Thangam’s story and Gowri‘s protests which suggest that silence and 

suppression is optimistically replaced by a stimulated and resisting expression.  

Thus from the beginning to the end this novel serves as an icebreaker and draws attention 

to violent realities, sexual assaults, psychological torments, and economical exploitation along 

with a message that a democratic approach is essential to eradicate such discriminatory 

ideologies from social fabric. 
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